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ABSTRACT 

This study describes the type of communication that goes into moral harassment and which 
perpetuates the phenomenon over time and within the context of employment relationships. 
The present work is an in-depth study of the "Comparative Study between Human 
Communication Theory and Mobbing", carried out by the author in 2002 and the application of 
this knowledge to the different phases of the process of psychological harassment at work. This 
work is based on the application of Watzlawick-Bavelas-Jackson's Human Communication 
theory in the early stages of the workplace moral harassment process, and is a model of 
explaining the special interpersonal relationships that are being established, and that they will 
result in a process of bullying when environmental conditions facilitate it. The present study 
closes with the attempt to arrive at conclusions that allow the detection of the altered and 
perverse communication that the manipulator exhibits, as well as its concretization in the labor 
relations, and all this with the purpose of contributing the elements that help us both unmask 
the bully and protect us from its manipulation. 

Keywords: Mobbing, moral harassment, psychological violence, human communication, 
paradox. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mobbing or bullying at work, although framed by the psychosocial risks of occupational health, 
is not in itself a disease, but it is a series of behaviors of psychological violence that end up 
affecting the health of the victim. It is the consequences of the exercise of psychological violence 
on a human being that causes him / her to become ill. The Theory of Human Communication 
allows us to understand the keys to the dialectical deception that a bully spreads on the victim 



and on his environment. This study analyzes in depth the paradox in language and the double 
bond. All this, with the desire that more information on these procedures will allow us to face 
the processes of psychological violence with greater guarantees of success. The present study 
aims to help generate greater awareness of moral harassment and thus understand the ease 
with which a bully can manipulate a victim's environment. This paper is the result of the study 
and deepening of Human Communication Theory to the phenomenon of psychological bullying 
at work. It is, therefore, based on the theoretical construct of Watzlawick, Bavelas and Jackson, 
and the extension of a previous work by the author "Comparative Study between Theory of 
Human Communication and Mobbing" -2002. It also aims to provide the keys to identify the 
dialectical deception that a bully spreads on the victim and on his environment. For this I have 
focused on the communication analysis that takes place in the first three phases of the 
psychological bullying phenomenon, namely: the seduction phase, the conflict phase and the 
bullying phase. proper. I will not extend myself in the other phases of the process to exceed the 
expectations of the present work. Throughout the article I will unravel the keys and clues that 
identify the manipulation. Before delving into the phases, in the study I briefly describe the 
concept of moral harassment based on various expert definitions. The consequences for the 
health of the people affected are not described as being a widespread subject, but instead I 
delve into each of the first three phases of the phenomenon before delving into the type of 
communication characteristic of each one of them. The paradoxes of the bully's behavior and 
language, as well as the crippling reactions that they cause to the victim and to his work 
environment, are analyzed. Knowledge is applied on the relationships of symmetry and 
complementarity to workplace bullying. We delve into double bonding as an explanatory 
framework for the reactions of the environment, and provide elements for handling 
manipulation through the analysis of the harasser's discourse. We understand the harassment's 
speech to be a whole series of arguments he uses to justify harassment. The analysis of this 
discourse and the obtaining of the keys to unmask are the result of a previous work by the author 
"Detection of the stalker through language" that was presented in depth in the last International 
Meeting on Occupational Health and Safety in Vilanova i La Geltrú (May 2005). This paper closes 
with the attempt to reach conclusions that facilitate the detection of the altered and perverse 
communication that the manipulator exhibits, all within the framework of labor relations, and 
in order to help improve the occupational health of workers. 

 

MORAL HARASSMENT CONCEPT 

To find out the meaning of the concept of moral harassment, I have compiled three definitions 
from the field of research, the political field and the legal world. Heinz Leymann definition: 
"Psychoterror or mobbing in work life involves hostile and devoid of ethical communication that 
is systematically owned by one or a few individuals, mainly against a single individual, who, as a 
result, is thrown into a situation of prolonged loneliness and helplessness by frequent and 
persistent harassment (at least once a week) and for a prolonged period (at least for six 
months)". EU Definition: "Negative behavior between peers or among hierarchical superior or 
inferior, due to which the victim is the subject of systematic harassment and attack for a long 
time, directly or indirectly, on the part of one or more people, with the purpose and / or effect 
of making it empty "(14-5-01). Definition of R. Gimeno Lahoz: The legal concept of mobbing or 
moral harassment is "tendentious work pressure aimed at self-elimination of the victim" 
(Magistrate Ramon Gimeno Lahoz in the 1st Conference on Mobbing in Girona-November 4). 



We know that in order to harass another human being, the harasser will have to carry out two 
types of manipulations, one aimed at the victim's environment and one directed at the harassed 
person. For the bully, the manipulation aimed at the environment is intended to make him his 
ally, whether he collaborates in the harassment or does not make it clear that this is the obvious 
and that is why all he asks for is the stalker is that he does nothing. The environment that does 
nothing becomes a tacit contributor to bullying. Manipulation of the language aimed at the 
victim is aimed at damaging and destabilizing it. I have opted, therefore, to gather these 
definitions of psychological violence at work that contain the basics, in my opinion, for 
understanding the phenomenon of workplace bullying; namely: 

- these are concrete actions of a group against an individual. 

- that the goal of mobbing is to self-eliminate the victim by breaking his psychological resistance. 

- that this is an attack on the dignity of a person. 

The key elements of mobbing (table1) are: hostile and systematic communication, of several 
against one, with harassment actions that create an offensive environment in order to make it 
empty. These are intentional behaviors, authentic attacks on dignity with the intention of 
making the victim disappear. 

Table1 © marinapares2005 

      

In short, we can define workplace moral harassment as a series of hostile behaviors by a group 
against an individual with the intent of voiding them. We must not forget that bullying is born 
anodyne and spreads insidiously. Harassed people do not want to be offended in the beginning, 
and they do not take themselves indirectly and severely. Then the attacks multiply. What 
destroys the phenomenon is the repetition of vexations and humiliations. Bullying is a scary 
phenomenon because it is inhuman. He knows no moods, no mercy. Coworkers, out of spite, 
out of selfishness or fear, prefer to stay on the sidelines. If at some point in the process someone, 
with a certain power, reacts in a healthy way, the process stops. After some time being subjected 
to contempt, ugliness, and inattention, a center of comment and rumor; the victim is starting to 
be annoying to everyone. For his friends who have moved away from being involved and 
ashamed of their own aging; for those who are engaging in bullying without being fully 
convinced as they feel guilty and uncomfortable and also bullying is annoying for those who do 
not want to get into anything and just want peace and quiet as they are restless because of the 
hustle and bustle around them. For all of the above, the environment will not directly admit to 



being a participant in a bullying group, so in order to detect it,  will be essential to rely on 
paradoxical communication and not on the content of the discourse verbalized by the same 
people of the environment. 

 

APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION IN THE THREE FIRST PHASES OF 
MOBBING 

Before going into the phases I want to describe why the stalker uses language as a form of 
manipulation. The stalker to accomplish his plan uses communication as a manipulation tool. 
The manipulation of the language is typical of the psychological bully, since he intends to hide 
the exercise of violence on the one hand and uses insider information to damage. You need to 
understand its seductive power. In the record of perverse communication, one must prevent 
the other from thinking, understanding, acting. We understand as "the other" both the victim 
and the environment (colleagues, bosses, subalterns, ...). Whoever manipulates is called the 
manipulator. Wicked manipulation deceives insidiously. The language is perverted; each word 
hides a misunderstanding that turns against the chosen victim. When such an asymmetric and 
destructive interaction starts between two people, the only thing it does is amplify 
progressively, unless an outside person intervenes vigorously. We have already said that the 
bully needs to manipulate those around her in order to help her achieve her goal or to prevent 
her from being targeted. For this he uses communication as a manipulation tool through the 
constant use of the contradiction between the perceived and the verbalized. We can therefore 
say that in a bullying process the paradox arises at both the language and the behavior levels. 
Understanding paradox as hidden incongruity. In language this manipulation manifests itself in 
paradoxical definitions, and in behavior it is specific in pragmatic paradoxes. Pragmatic 
paradoxes are those that arise in the course of interactions and determine behavior and can be 
divided into paradoxical instructions and paradoxical predictions. In order to carry out the plan 
of "going to" the victim, the manipulator will perform it in several stages, in the first stage he 
will catch the victim by establishing a double bond, typical of the seduction phase, until the 
manipulative decides to break the idyllic relationship with the person caught for some reason 
(that this rebels from the yoke, which is no longer useful ...) in short he has already achieved 
what he wanted from her and then appears an episode of conflict provoked to justify the next 
harassment (the most experienced manipulators do not need, at least, a real conflict, they 
manage to distort an anode situation), from which the manipulator begins a strategy of 
seduction of the environment. 

      The seduction of the environment takes place through two-way relationships with co-
workers and commanders, all of whom are close to the person designated as the victim, in order 
to help them in their destruction strategy. . The manipulator has become the instigator of a 
campaign of disrepute and, together with his allies, who have become bullying, form the so-
called "bullying gang". In order to keep its allies cohesive, the manipulator needs to silence the 
environment, so that it does not show the violence that is being exerted on the victim. If the 
environment complained about the violence, the allies would be aware of what they were doing 
and the main instigator would lose their impunity. What the main bully needs to keep harassing 
is that the environment does nothing and that is why rumors spread that stigmatize the victim. 
The campaign of discredit and stigmatization is carried out through the manipulation of 
communication; specifically through the inconsistencies that are hidden in both language and 
behavior. Inconsistencies at the language level are called paradoxical definitions. Paradoxical 
definitions or semantic antinomies arise from hidden inconsistencies at both the thought and 



language levels. Behavioral inconsistencies are manifested through pragmatic paradoxes. These 
are distinguished from simple contradiction basically in the choice; being feasible in the 
contradiction being able to choose, it is not even possible in the paradox. The impossibility of 
choice is something that the victim of psychological harassment finds himself in. Although not 
only the victim, the immediate work environment is also in this situation. In the seduction phase 
the type of relation that is established is the one of the double bond and the type of 
communication is paradoxical. In the conflict phase, the relationship type is based on "endless 
play" and is manifested through language manipulation. In the bullying phase itself, the type of 
relationship established is pathological, whether it be symmetry or complementarity, and the 
perversion of language appears in its full breadth. 

Table 2 © marinapares2005 

 

 

 

SEDUCTION PHASE 

Concept and definition. Without this phase the bullying cannot occur. In this phase the siege has 
not yet manifested its great violent potential. Seduction is usually targeted at the victim, but at 
times the seduction is targeted to the victim's immediate environment, and then this phase may 
be masked. This happens when the intent is to seduce the victim's immediate environment 
rather than the victim herself, and it is in these situations in which the victim is lived as a bitch. 
We can say that in a process of moral harassment there are two moments where the 
manipulator will exercise his power of seduction: one aimed at the victim and one directed at 
the environment. Although separated in time; therefore we will be able to find two moments of 
seduction, one towards the victim and one towards the surroundings of the same when it has 
already been designated by the instigator to be destroyed. In these cases, the seduction phase 
also exists but is directed at the environment. The manipulator will seduce as many people as 
possible from the environment, some of them will end up being part of the "gang bully". The 
process is the same in both cases, which is why I assert that victims of manipulation are both 
the victim designated to be destroyed and the people in the surrounding environment 
(manipulated) whether to collaborate in the destruction of a another human being, like those 
people in the environment who have been seduced to allow it tacitly by doing nothing to prevent 
it. 

The seduction directed at the victim has the purpose of appropriating something that belongs 
to him, instead the seduction directed at the environment aims to make him an ally of the 



stalker. Although the process of seduction is the same, it is not its purpose, so that the way of 
exercising seduction will be different in both cases. 

* Seduction of the future victim: In the seduction phase, the manipulator will make you believe 
that you really care about the (future) victim, either through adulation or through compassion. 
It is a strategy aimed at the knowledge of the cracks (weaknesses) of the future victim and the 
objective is the absorption of "something" that has more of the victim, this thing of more, can 
be a personal quality, a project, or social contacts There is a significant way to detect these 
seducers as their interpersonal relationships are highly operational and aimed at having 
meaningful friendships, so they will show contempt for simple people or do not "paint" at all. 
The seduction phase is a process aimed at appropriating something foreign and consists of a 
series of steps, namely: 

a) recruitment of the person 

b) absorption or learning of quality 

c) proof and finding 

d) personal external discredit of the authentic possessor of the quality 

The different stages of seduction are: 

a) capture of the victim. Whether through flattery or compassion, what the manipulator will 
seek will be loyalty to his person above any questioning. The victim, refusing to lose someone 
who flatters her, will be forced to apologize for the manipulator's actions. I want to make a point, 
flattery is not just praise, there is a lot of flattery to cause shame, this generates the adulation 
of being able to "be above" who moves us. In my personal experience, I have encountered many 
more bullies who promote shame and thus force unquestioned loyalty on their person. As a way 
of apologizing to the manipulator that causes shame or praise, the subject who has become his 
ally will seek justification and explanation for attitudes that are neither justifiable nor 
acceptable. Often this loyalty will force him to break old friendships and sometimes even family 
ties. 

When we apologize for any action with the "it is so" argument, we must begin to question 
whether we are likely to apologize for non-defensible actions. 

b) absorption or learning of quality. At this point the manipulator will direct all his energies to 
"copy" a quality of the victim or to "absorb" something of his property (social relations, family 
business, intellectual property, successful results of his work, participation in a project ..). 

c) proof and finding. It consists in that the siege seeks from the environment to find that the 
acquisition of this quality is credible. It is understood that acquisition may well be their role in 
social relations, or their performance in the family business, or their authorship in the victim's 
intellectual and / or work achievements. The finding implies that the role (or authorship) of the 
manipulator as opposed to what has been acquired must be predominant, useful, effective and 
this to a greater extent than the victim himself. That is, without the help of the manipulator, the 
victim would not have arrived where he arrived. The victim "owes" her success. Paradoxically in 
these cases the victim is not valued for their efforts or for their dedication; therefore all 
recognition is denied. Often the same victim believes in deception and feels "in debt" to 
someone who "robs" his capital. Once the absorption has been verified, that is, the environment 
recognizes the manipulator as having no merit, the bully begins to unmask. 



d) external and personal discredit of the authentic possessor of the quality. It is desired that the 
true owner doubts its quality, its efficiency in the family business, its prestige in social relations, 
its authorship of intellectual property, the effort dedicated to the project, the authenticity of 
their work. That is why a period of destabilizing personal criticism begins, with rumors about the 
victim. The environment is rumored, to be said behind the victim, because the harasser still 
pretends to be a friend of the victim. In the presence of the victim, the flatterer still behaves as 
a friend. But as time goes on, humiliating little "jokes" and criticism of his person are verbalized. 
It is then that the manipulator uses paradoxical communication in such a way that there is a 
contradiction between the verbalized and the perceived. The victim barely knows how to react 
to this subtle violence, becoming increasingly destabilized and in a position of helplessness. This 
helpless situation is chronicled by people in the environment who do not react to the subtle and 
destabilizing violence that the victim is subject to, because they have been convinced that these 
are jokes. Then the person subjected to manipulation denies himself the perception of this 
situation through a psychic defense mechanism through which he DISKNOWS the aspect of 
reality with which he does not want or cannot face. This is what Laplanche and Pontalis, in their 
dictionary of psychoanalysis, define as denial "a defense mechanism consisting of the fact that 
the subject refuses to recognize the reality of a traumatizing perception". How many times have 
we heard a bully say that his bully is "not too serious" or that he has a "bad day". In the seduction 
phase, the mechanisms of negation of reality work at full capacity. The purpose of the 
valorization of aggression is to remain linked to the harasser. At other times, the mechanism of 
denial is strongly established, to deny that one is subjected to harassment, to clear it from his 
mind, and not to recognize himself as a victim. And this avoidance by not accepting that one is 
receiving degrading treatment is linked to the embarrassment of the child who has suffered 
abuse. The aftermath of the denial of aggression received results in alterations in behavior, 
characteristic attitudes that seem inexplicable. Although refusal is a useful psychic mechanism 
in some cases, as it helps us deal with anxieties and everyday conflicts, it is also true that when 
any of these mechanisms are used excessively, psychism does spoiled 

* Seduction of the environment. The manipulator, who has already become the instigator of a 
bully, needs to surround himself with people who help him achieve his goals, and for this he is 
surrounded by a clique. The goal is to disengage from the victim. Members of the clique will be 
the ones doing the dirty work, the ones in evidence as the instigator tends to stay in the 
shadows. Members of the camaraderie will form the "bullying gang", some will play the role of 
being violent with the victim, others will have a less aggressive but equally destructive role in 
spreading slander and helping to create a "black legend". To get these allies the manipulator 
must convince them, one by one. To bend the will of the person and induce him to do something 
concrete he does it through successive approaches or gradual steps, consisting of: 

a) Inhibit reasoning 

b) Introduce a different reality 

c) Existence of a single source of information 

d) Mastery over acting outside 

a) Inhibit Reasoning. First, he uses strategies to restrain or inhibit the free use of reasoning, 
evaluation, and criticism, that is, to inhibit the normal way of perceiving, reasoning, and feeling. 
In order to do so, it must enable the person to be influenced to question their perception of 
reality, their capacity to appreciate and evaluate it, as well as their concepts and even their 
interpersonal relationships. so that the manipulator gradually introduces a different reality into 



the individual. The subject doubts the victim's good intentions, even if there is no real evidence 
for this, and even if his personal treatment with her has been previously rewarding, he even 
suspects his own perception. 

b) Introduce a different reality. A different reality is introduced in the individual, which is 
described as "the true", that is, the only truth. This way of perceiving and thinking about reality 
is characterized by being selective and simplistic. It consists basically in accepting that the victim 
of harassment is a harmful subject. 

c) A single source of information. The only valid and reliable information that must be admitted 
is that transmitted by the manipulators (bullying) and the only way they can appreciate and 
value it is what they suggest to the unconscious. When they resist, they argue that one is 
benevolent, that is, something silly about perceiving the "wickedness" of the victim. The subject 
is shown to be careful of people who do not think like them and are made to see that 
counterinformation is misleading, distorted and aimed at manipulation (and while distrusting 
others they allow themselves to be dominated by manipulator and his allies). So any rational 
attempt to confront them is not possible. Confronting the point of view imposed by the gang is 
perceived as aggression on the part of the gang, which is why it can be seen that when trying to 
do this, the person subjected to a manipulator (a member of the gang). who is not the instigator), 
gets angry, and can even physically assault anyone who tries to make his eyes open. 

d) Mastery over acting. Once the manipulated person has reached the stage in which she 
recognizes "the mistaken perception and previous ideas" and has adopted the beliefs, way of 
perceiving and reasoning of her manipulators; the latter proceed to incite to act in a certain way. 
The inhibition of the habitual way of perceiving, reasoning and feeling, acceptance of the new 
reality and behaving in a certain way is reinforced by the bullying group. Being included in the 
bully group allows you to find others who are submissive to the leader (instigator) who "confirm" 
that the new way of perceiving, reasoning and acting is the only valid one, even the best 
intentions of the Former friends or family members, being filtered by the sieve of the new way 
of perceiving, thinking and feeling, are viewed as threatening and lead to the unfolding of a 
series of individual and collective defense activities. 

 

Communication in this phase 

In the process of seduction, in order to capture the will of the other, the manipulator uses a 
special form of communication: that of the double bond. In the seduction phase and in support 
of the contradiction we can find the theory of double bond, based on two pillars: intense 
relationship and impossible to get out of it. First, the manipulator establishes an intense 
relationship with the future victim. The intensity of the relationship is of such caliber that there 
is a high degree of dependence, in the case of horizontal harassment what is established is a 
relationship of extreme symbiosis. Double bonding is defined as "two or more people engaging 
in an intense relationship that has great value for the physical and / or psychological survival of 
one, several or all of them" (Watzlawick and others). Once such an intense relationship has been 
created and with so many ties of psychological survival on the part of the manipulator, 
undetermined messages begin to appear in the message, the message is indeterminate because 
it contains two mutually exclusive statements. Thus the message is an instruction that is 
necessary to disobey in order to obey (for example: "Be spontaneous" or "Be free" even though 
it is left subject to the slogan of the bullying group). Another defining element of the double 



bond is that it is also not allowed to go out of paradoxical messages (contradictory statements) 
as the receiver is not allowed to realize this paradox. 

There are two ways to prevent the recipient from becoming aware of the paradoxical message; 
either by preventing him from being commented on (often alleging allegiance that allows no 
questioning) or by moving away from the receiver and not allowing communication through the 
personal booking strategy. So we have two types of strategies to keep the victim unconscious of 
the contradiction: 

1- Don't talk about it. 

2- The personal reservation. 

The most commonly used attitudes to avoid talking about contradiction are: to imply that any 
questioning is a personal attack, or that speaking is a lack of loyalty, or that the receiver is a bit 
primitive. 

However, the attitudes most commonly used to keep a personal reservation and thus avoid 
speaking of contradiction are: to be offended by something, to imply that you have many 
problems that keep you busy, not to return phone calls, stay serious, sullen, moody. 

Communication theory clearly states it (Watzlawick): "the recipient of the message is finally 
prevented from escaping from the framework set for that message, whether it's communicating 
(commenting) or retracting." In both cases, lack of questioning or alienation, the problem is that 
the communication is established and this communication prevents the recipient from being 
able to exit the double link communication form and the role of victim is initiated through 
helplessness. . This will be the first of a series of situations in which the future victim of moral 
harassment is left to mercy, completely, and without the possible dissolution of the double bond 
connection. 

The role of victim is determined by his situation of helplessness, of being unable to get out of it, 
in such a way that the victim of harassment cannot be prevented from affecting him and neither 
can he defend himself; however, in both cases, helplessness will manifest itself differently if you 
verbalize the discrepancy or if you are silent and say nothing. In the case of verbalizing the 
contradiction he will be accused of bad or crazy person, but in case of being silent and not 
verbalizing the existing gap between the perceived and the permissible, the punishment will 
come from his own interior as it will make him feel guilty. 

We return to communication theory as a theoretical contribution to this reasoning: "The 
situation is usually determined by the more or less explicit prohibition of manifesting that you 
are aware of the contradiction. It is therefore likely that you are a person in a double situation 
the bond is punished for having bad perceptions, and is defined as "bad" or "crazy" even for 
hinting that there may be a discrepancy between what you really see and what you should see 
"(Watzlawick). 

Let's end this phase with a few words from Watzlawick, Bavelas and Jackson: "There is no doubt 
that the world we live in is far from logical and we have all been exposed to double bonds, 
despite which almost all of us have. engineered to maintain our sanity, however, most 
experiences are isolated (...) although traumatic in nature they may be in. The situation is very 
different when the contact with the double bonds is lasting. and it gradually becomes a regular 
expectation. " In the process of seducing a person by a manipulator, he will use the double bond 
to manipulate through paradoxical communication and that it cannot be demonstrated or 



uncovered deception. What are the effects that double bonds have on behavior? The person 
has little choice but to decide how to act: "Only very few reactions are pragmatically possible" 
(Watzlawick). These actions are: searching for clues, literal meaning and avoidance. 

1) Search for signs. “In the face of the untenable absurdity of your situation, a person is likely to 
come to the conclusion that he must be overlooking vital signs.” This is a perfect definition of 
the first thoughts that arise in a beleaguered, and often questioned. "What have I done to be 
treated like this?" In short, he looks for clues. We continue with communication theory as an 
explanatory theoretical support: "This assumption would be strengthened by the obvious fact 
that, to others, the situation seems a lot. logical and congruent. "And it is true that in the first 
moments of the uncertainty of the siege, it is that the environment, even the most affine, 
attaches some responsibility to it in the outcome, that is to say that "something he will have 
done, to get to this situation." And in front of this the victim will be obsessed by the need to find 
these clues, to give meaning to what is happening to him and around him (Communication 
Theory) All this energy g astray in the search for clues that explain the dissonance between the 
perceived and the verbalized, it causes a departure from reality. For Communication Theory, 
"this distance from real problems becomes more plausible when you are reminded that an 
essential ingredient in a dual-link situation is the prohibition on perceiving implicit 
contradiction." 

2) Literal meaning. Another way to deal with these contradictory messages is to fulfill the 
message or order in its purest literal reading of the meaning. For Watzlawick, "On the other 
hand, this person may choose what recruits consider the best possible reaction to the baffling 
logic, or the absence of logic, of military life: to obey all mandates in a completely literal and 
literal way. refrain from all independent thought. " In these cases, the response of the bullying 
victim is different, so instead of launching into an endless search for hidden meanings, this 
person "a priori" rules out the possibility that another aspect may exist in human relations. apart 
from the more literal and superficial. Theory of Communication's interpretation of this response 
is significant and brilliant: "As you can imagine, this behavior would seem silly to any observer, 
as the inability to distinguish the trivial from the important, the possible which is impossible, it 
is the essence of nonsense. " Often, this is the attitude that a bully manifests in his workplace, 
which ceases to search for meaning in the meaningless tasks entrusted to him (making some 
copies and then being destroyed and thrown to the trash can) also the environment they can 
react that way and believe what the bullies are saying. In such a way that it attributes veracity 
to the words without wanting to perceive the dissonance between what is said of the victim and 
his own previous perception of the same. In short, the mute witness ceases to credit his own 
perceptions for adhering to the literal meaning of the manipulator's speech. 

3) Evasion. The third possible reaction would be to turn away from any human relationship. For 
Communication Theory, this can be accomplished by physical isolation on the one hand and by 
closing communication channels on the other. A person who defends himself in this way, would 
seem reproachable, unapproachable, and autistic to an observer. And this is very often the 
behavior of a bully in his workplace, where physical and emotional isolation is a safeguard. For 
Communication Theory, there is another way to avoid the double bond, which uses precisely 
the methods opposed to the previous one but pursues the same purpose. Thus: "It is possible 
to conceive of an identical result, that is, to escape the involvement of the double bond, by 
means of such intense and persistent hyperactive behavior as to offend most incoming 
messages." 



These three alternatives (seeking clues, literal meaning, and evasion) are not the only possible 
options for bullying. The truth is that the individual sometimes cannot choose the alternative 
that would allow him to discover what people mean. This output would be "get out" of the 
double bond. Often the victim alone cannot, unless he or she has considerable help in examining 
the messages of others. This opens up an alternative, which, although expensive, is necessary. 
That is why knowledge of the language used by the manipulator is important in the hope that it 
will help to defend us from the manipulator. 

 

CONFLICT PHASE 

Concept and definition. Most experts define mobbing from this stage. Bad resolution of the 
conflict is what leads to workplace bullying. At times, it is so short the space of time that 
separates "conflict" from "overlapping" overlap. The conflict is almost always linked to a 
questioning of the future authority of the leader (formal or informal) by the future victim. In 
both cases, the questioning of leadership is obvious. Either because he does not want to accept 
favor treatment of the leader to the detriment of the rest, or because he has ceased to be useful 
to the manipulator, or for refusing to participate in unmissable acts (e.g., harassment of another 
partner, participation in frauds). It is precisely the unmistakable nature of the power play that 
underlies the background of the conflict, which results in harassment. 

Not all conflicts degenerate into harassment, only those whose underlying interest is unworthy. 
Partly the way of being of the majority of the surrounded ones, with their difficulty to be 
formatted, the maintenance of his own criterion, his attitude of non-submission and in short the 
exercise of his personal freedom cause a manipulative person the desire to destroy what is 
opposed to him. And much more insistently, if possible, given that the whole seduction strategy 
has gone away. The stalker realizes that this person is a hindrance to him, either because of his 
refusal to participate in fraudulent acts or because his very presence generates comparisons 
that undermine the leader. At this stage, a good resolution of the conflict can still prevent 
bullying. Precisely because bullying can be avoided at this stage, there is a responsibility on the 
part of society to put in the means to resolve the conflict. Society must provide itself with the 
mechanisms of social control necessary to ensure that the free exercise of the values on which 
it is based does not become wet. By allowing conflict to degenerate into harassment, society as 
a whole loses. Basically because he cedes social control to the manipulator and becomes a 
collaborating accomplice to the bully in the process of destroying a human. We can no longer 
close our eyes: we know that the harasser uses inhuman methods, his interests are unworthy, 
and his motivation is wicked. 

In her book "Mobbing. Overcoming Moral Harassment," Nora Rodriguez dominates this conflict 
phase as FATAL SEDUCTION PHASE and describes it as follows: "A critical incident or an 
unresolved problem results in a sudden change in a relationship. job that so far could even have 
been considered satisfactory. " "The person in a lower position begins to feel different 
treatment. In fact, the aggressor may begin bullying unconsciously and because he wants to 
destroy the victim or a coldly calculated decision (wants to remove him). But whatever the 
reason, the truth is, he acts in a way he never did before - examine who he has placed in his 
sights, locate his weaknesses, its insecurities, its possible traumas and it launches its first 
poisoned darts, while doing so it shows itself as a charming person or as a helpless person, here 
begins the terrifying process of stigmatization: its attitude towards the victim consists of the he 



criticizes small doses and with good intentions while making promises or reassuring them; until 
he places them back in his sights and gives them touches of increasing frequency. " 

An in-depth look at the motive behind the conflict confirms that the conflict is the justification 
given by the harasser to begin harassment, and although one wants to see the cause in it, it does 
not actually reside here, but rather in the prior will of the manipulator. I affirm that before the 
appearance of the conflict there is the will to remove the victim from the middle. In some cases, 
the manipulator will not need the actual existence of a conflict, and may just confuse any 
situation; precisely because the origin of the harassment lies in the bully's previous will and not 
in the conflict itself, which is why conflicts are often stupid. "Quite often, conflicts result from 
nonsense and nonsense. If such an issue is not resolved (...) it is escalating and it can eventually 
become a bullying situation." ("Mobbing, moral harassment at work" by Trude Ausfelder). To 
what extent a discrepancy degenerates in one of these situations, always depends on the way 
in which the people concerned treat them. It is very natural that there is discussion between 
colleagues at work. When you think differently about a matter, or you are under heavy time 
pressure, it is not uncommon for a controversial grief to arise. It can also happen that a person 
overreacts a little and says things that might hurt another more than he thinks. In these cases, 
in principle, there is nothing to object to as long as the matter is settled the next day, for 
example, with a few friendly words and an apology if necessary. The situation will begin to be 
critical when hostilities recur or when a person is progressively and indefinitely ignored. Looking 
more closely at the incidents, it is surprising that adults can manifest behaviors that can only be 
described as: childish, ridiculous, antisocial and uncivilized. So, frankly, these people should 
rather be ashamed of their behavior, rather than proud of it, as is so often the case. Therefore, 
what a conflict degenerates into harassment will depend on the tolerance of the environment, 
according to Leymann, "this carefreeness on the part of the company and the environment could 
be shown almost as the most important reason for it. origin of workplace bullying”. 

 

Communication in this phase. The type of communication that takes place during the conflict 
phase is two-way, to the victim and to the environment (a typical element of moral harassment). 
To the victim, the type of relationship that is established is that of "endless play" as a special 
form of interpersonal communication, and for the environment, the bully will use language 
manipulation. The figure of "endless games" comes to an agreement (tacit or explicit) change of 
meaning, but in such a way that it can no longer be modified. In order to be able to be modified, 
it would be necessary to speak it and for that they must communicate; but the agreement 
established non-communication. This means that in this system it is impossible to generate any 
change from the inside. In the phase of the conflict, in the moral harassment at work, whether 
we are dealing with a symmetrical pathological or complementary pathological relationship; we 
know that an agreement has been reached with respect to the meaning reversal. This reversal 
is explained in the theory of "endless games". 

There is a possibility, as the only effective procedure, that can be resorted to already having 
begun the conflict of requesting the intervention of a third person (mediator) "with which both 
use their normal way of communication and make that third person define that "the game" is 
over "(Communication Theory). At this point, the therapeutic quality of the mediator's 
intervention becomes clearer, within the context of conflict relations, so that they do not 
degenerate into moral harassment. When there is no capable mediator, the only change he can 
conceive is violent. Recalling Communication Theory, in this regard, we must note that: "the 
equivalent of this violent change in the area of the relationships of individuals captured in 



endless play would be: a separation, a suicide or a homicide. " Therefore, applying this statement 
to the mobbing process, we need to figure out the mediator to get out of the conflict phase, 
with positive resolution of himself. Not to mention, that in case of non-existence or failure of a 
mediator, we would find the three traditional ways (to date) of mobbing: 

- separation (transfer of harassment of department or dismissal) 

- suicide (one in five suicides, according to Leymann) 

- Homicide (studies have not yet been done that relate to workplace bullying and an increase in 
fatalities in workplaces). There is, therefore, a new avenue of inquiry to initiate, which relates 
workplace accidents to moral harassment at work. 

The bully uses perverse language in order to manipulate the environment and also the victim 
herself and to convince her that she is a "bad person" (the victim). And that is why he uses 
language manipulation. The dichotomy between good and bad appears. We come to an 
understanding of language manipulation through the study of: 

1 - The terms used 

2 - The mental schemes 

3 - Strategic approaches 

4 - The strategic procedures 

 1 - The terms used by the stalker. The word "TALISMAN" in each culture is used and taken 
advantage of. As "talisman" words do not have to be proved, it is taken for granted that naming 
them proves their reality. It is important that we detect these words "talisman" and then ask for 
clarification, nuances but above all their practical concreteness. Example: What do you mean by 
progress? How is this specific situation? In such a way that we can see if the issuer's expectations 
about the term correspond to reality and thus we will avoid falling into the delusion by not 
assuming anything. Examples of words "talisman" in western culture: transparency, joint work, 
progress, competitiveness, freedom ... 

2 - The mental schemes transmitted by a stalker. DILEMA is used: that is, the existence of a 
duality is strengthened. We try to make them believe that they are mutually exclusive when they 
are not. The goal is to force the receiver to take advantage of one of the two options, so that 
the one represented by the chosen victim is excluded. Examples of false dilemmas: freedom - 
norm / goodness - gain / prominence - wickedness / leadership - perversion. We need personal 
questioning so that we are not deceived and seek the false dilemmas in the manipulator's 
speech. Since compliance with a rule, such as respecting road signs, is not contrary to the 
exercise of freedom. 

3 - The strategic approaches issued by the stalker. There is a FALSE approach to manipulation. 
False speech is made up of hints and muted matters. The wicked person puts into circulation a 
misunderstanding that he can exploit for his own benefit. We must learn to discern between the 
false and the authentic. In order to expose the falsehood, it is essential to look for the "own 
benefit", that is, the person who benefits from the bullying situation, who made the profit from 
it. hidden profit without evidence 

4 - The strategic procedures set up by the stalker. The manipulator's preferred procedure is 
curse. It is followed by failure to attack from the front, and what is justified by the charge as 



"good intent". In curse, slander, lying and malicious innuendo are used. This attack strategy is 
characterized by hindering defense, as it is an anonymous and enveloping attack, and at the 
same time using "logical" reasoning. The situation of helplessness causes anxiety to the victim. 
We must not forget that mobbing responds to a plan. A hidden plan, which is hard to come by. 

 

HARASSMENT PHASE 

Concept and definition. Before addressing the bullying phase itself, a brief overview of the types 
of interpersonal relationships is needed. It must be remembered that human relations can be of 
two types: symmetry and complementarity; and in each type of relationship we will find specific 
communication guidelines. So much in the situations of normal interrelation, as in the situations 
of conflict. Symmetrical relationships are based on equality but "there is always the danger of 
competition" (Watzlawick and others). Complementary relationships are based on the 
adaptation of each participant to a specific and complementary role. 

1) Symmetrical relations. There are healthy and other pathological symmetry relationships; and 
the communication patterns in the two are going to be different. The guidelines for 
communication in a healthy symmetrical relationship are mutual respect and trust. Thus, 
Watzlawick and others express it: "in a healthy symmetrical relationship, each participant can 
accept the idiosyncrasy of the other, which leads to mutual respect and trust (..) and implies a 
reciprocal realistic confirmation of the" self ". That is, oneself, and contribute to the parties, 
reciprocal recognition of identity. In short, a healthy symmetrical relationship is characterized 
by: 

- acceptance of the other, as it is 

- provide mutual respect 

- be based on trust 

- give realistic confirmation of oneself 

- and for the reciprocal recognition of one's identity 

However, the patterns of communication in a symmetrical pathological relationship are 
characterized by the existence of a more or less open war. In this type of war, often covert, we 
seek equality and homogeneity. "Equality seems to be more reassuring if one manages to be a 
little" more equal "with others" (Orwell). And when this homogenization is not achieved, conflict 
arises. We quote Watzlawick and others: "when interaction symmetrical loses stability there is 
a tendency to climb (..) Rejection is instituted. "Therefore pathological symmetry, it can manifest 
as much as a struggle for equation and when this is not possible in a manifest rejection ( foreign 
body theory). 

At the base of horizontal moral harassment we find a need for equality, this is the need for 
intolerant attitudes toward difference from a partner. Understanding the difference as "one" is 
not as equal as the rest. Thus he identifies himself as the brightest, most hard-working, or most 
honorable fellow ... and forces himself to "equality" (in the mediocrity in the words of Gonzalez 
de Rivera), when this equation is not achieved. , the rejection is instituted. In such a way, we can 
say that there is evidence of a symmetrical pathological relationship within the horizontal 
bullying. This happens in peer relationships when mutual respect has been lost and a desire has 
been instilled not to let a partner out. When all attempts at equalization fail, when tolerance for 



difference shines through in its absence, moral harassment appears as a manifestation of one 
group's rejection of another worker. 

2) Complementary relationships. They are the ones that are established between two 
individuals, being very defined the role that each one plays in the relationship and feeling these 
interdependent roles. According to Watzlawicki others, "it is inherent in the nature of 
complementary relationships, which a definition of" Self "can only be maintained if the other 
participant plays the specific complementary role." Complementary relationships can be either 
healthy or pathological. Communication guidelines in healthy complementary relationships are 
based on reciprocal recognition and are "reciprocal, healthy, positive confirmation between 
individuals" (Watzlawick and others). The guidelines for communication in complementary 
pathological relationships are based on the fact that each individual in his role distrusts the 
other; that is, "they are tantamount to misconceptions rather than rejections of the other's" Self 
"(Theory of Communication). When complementary relationships are instilled in this kind of 
misconception as occurs in vertical harassment (either ascending or descending), a progressive 
sense of frustration and hopelessness is observed in the two participants or in one of them. "The 
existence of increasingly frightened feelings of strangeness, depersonalization, and of 
abhorrence is verified" (Watzlawick). Therefore, in the vertical harassment, either descending 
or ascending, we found that it rests in a relationship of pathological complementarity. In such a 
way that the roles that each member develops, instead of tending to complementarity, tend to 
lead to mistrust and discredit. This is what happens when a boss slams an employee, with the 
consent of the rest, or when a group of subordinates systematically boycott the boss. They are 
examples of insane complementary relationships, and in both cases, the mistrust of the other's 
role is manifested. 

We can state that bullying encompasses the elements defined in Communication Theory about 
the pathology of complementarity relationships: misconceptions, frustration, despair, fear, 
oddly, depersonalization and apathy. There are three determining factors in recognizing that 
you are facing a workplace bullying situation and how it differs from other labor conflicts. 

1-. there is a rejection of direct communication with the victim. 

2-. its isolation is sought in order to be able to achieve the goal, 

3-. which is the destruction of the victim. 

 

At the same time, there is a denial of direct communication with the victim (he is denied 
greeting, he is not spoken, his calls are not answered, the contents of his messages are not 
listened to, .....). you are treated like a person "stinking". Isolation is achieved either by not giving 
you work or by denying you the means to do it right, with work overload in the latter case there 
is also an increase in slander and The curse on the back The destruction of the person is reached 
through individual intimate attacks, such as jokes, insults, and humiliations. 

There is always abuse in the workplace mobbing. Abuse can be an abuse of power or abuse of 
trust. Although to a different extent depending on the source of the harassment. When bullying 
is promoted by the hierarchy, there will be greater manifestations of abuse of power. In 
contrast, when bullying is commonplace, there will be more manifestations of abuse of trust. 
Well, it is true that if you allow time to pass by and do not intervene, both types of bullying, 



despite having a different origin, become one; as hierarchy and companions ally against the 
victim. 

During the harassment phase, the victim is confronted with a struggle without rules and mercy. 
The symptoms of his suffering appear: chronic fatigue and hypervigilance (Piñuel). For Nora 
Rodríguez, the bullying phase is also called PERSECUTION and bullying and describes it this way: 
"The mistreatment becomes more and more explicit. The harasser directly implies superiors and 
other workers each time they offend, humiliate, criticize or abuse them. somehow to the victim. 
" From that moment on, the harassment joins other people, colleagues, bosses, ... who are part 
of the power of the harasser or who are abducting by default. Slander, ridicule, denial of 
communication. No one remembers what this person was like before". 

 

Communication in this phase. Bullying is a perversion of language that is materialized in the 
paradoxical communication of the harassment instigator and the harassers of his allies. 
Paradoxical Communication: In a process of psychological harassment, the paradox arises at 
both the language and the behavioral levels. At the behavioral level we find both non-verbal 
communication and acts of non-communication. Non-verbal communication is understood as 
exaggerated sighs, shrugging, scornful looks. And as acts of non-communication: ignoring a 
greeting, not answering a question, acting as if a certain person were not present, turning your 
back. The Paradox is defined as a contradiction. For Theory of Communication: "The paradox is 
the contradiction that results from a correct deduction from congruent premises" (Theory of 
Communication). Instead, the definition we find in any dictionary is this: "It is said that a thing is 
a paradox when it logically should be one way but the other way around." arises in the behavior 
of the bully as well as in their language, from now on I will focus on the paradox in the language, 
as the behavioral manifestations are more obvious and do not require more deepening; aspect 
that is not met in the paradoxical language , and thus forces an in-depth analysis, which is the 
purpose of the present study. 

In the process of bullying, the use of paradoxical language is promoted by the instigator, but 
upon being imitated by his allies, the harassers, there comes a time when the entire bullying 
gang uses it. this study, from this phase, when the word "bully" is called, must be understood as 
attributable to anyone in the gang. In the type of communication used by the stalker we find 
paradoxical definitions and pragmatic paradoxes (paradoxical instructions and predictions), 
some at the language level and others at the behavioral level. 

a) Paradoxical definitions (or semantic antinomies) arise from hidden inconsistencies in the 
structure of thought and language. Paradoxical messages are claims that contradict each other. 
The issuer uses the contradiction intentionally. You need to detect the contradiction to prove it. 
In the message of the stalker there is a dissonance between the perceived and the verbalized: 
we find a disconcerting logic or an absence of logic, that is to say the incongruity. We know that 
the issuer intentionally uses the contradiction and does so through: a fallacy included in the 
argument and a hidden error in reasoning. We must, therefore, get to dismantle the false 
argument and make the mistake that is hidden in the manipulator's reasoning, if we do not want 
to be subjected to his entabler power. We will deal with the reasons and arguments used to 
justify aggression to a partner. 

There are mistakes in the stalker's reasoning, the most common ones are: Includes false 
equations. The freedom of others is questioned. They seem to respect the positions, but in fact 
they are rendered useless. There are mistakes in the stalker's speech, specifically in his reasons 



for assaulting the victim. They are intentional mistakes, so if we are able to detect them and 
make them apparent, we will find ourselves in the face of an aggressive bully's attack against us, 
in order to silence us. This will be a good sign or sign that we are on the right path of unmasking. 
If those mistakes were unintentional, the person making them might recognize the mistake or 
wrong reasoning simply, it is the use of aggressiveness that tells us that we are facing intentional 
action. 

There are lies in the bully's ARGUMENT, as we have mentioned before that in every bullying 
process there is a paradoxical level of communication. In some cases, the communication is 
based on a false paradox, in the sense of having awareness by the issuer of the "fallacy 
intentionally included in the argument or a hidden error in reasoning". The issuer uses the 
contradiction intentionally. But in the vast majority of cases of harassment, there is no 
awareness in the issuer of the usual use of the paradox. Understanding paradox as "a 
contradiction that results from a correct deduction from congruent premises". Therefore, we 
find that in the arguments used to harass there is an intentionality in the main instigator, who 
knows the falsehood of what he is issuing, and no other intentions exist in the rest of the stalkers, 
who have truly believed that arguments that are used against the victim and that is why they 
are disseminated. So I think the instigator's allies have been manipulated too. 
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In the bullying phase, in other words, the other way in which pathological communication 
manifests is through paradoxical predictions. These predictions are what the manipulator uses 
to keep his environment locked, without reacting to the violence that is unfolding before him. 
They have a certain apocalyptic air, with which the manipulator foresees the future, predicts it, 
and this always bearing in mind the idea that the victim will be the cause of so bad "prediction" 
by the manipulator who self-invests in a magical role. or savior. Paradoxical predictions are only 
conceivable in an interaction between two people, where there is communication. This 
communication is given by indeterminate messages, which affirm, with respect to themselves, 
that they do not say anything. An example of this is defined by Nerlich: "a way of saying nothing 
is of contradicting oneself. Sometimes this contradiction is reached by saying that one says 
nothing, so in the end one does not contradict himself. Absolutely not". With these predictions 
(paradoxical) or announcements, giving this type of information (indeterminate), contexts are 
created that are unsustainable. When faced with such messages, a person feels trapped in the 
network of paradoxical predictions. She feels trapped because she cannot be reassured, 
convincingly, despite trying to believe (logical thinking) that this threat was an impulsive threat 
and not to be taken seriously (trust in good intentions). The authors of communication theory 



conclude that what makes us vulnerable, as humans, to this kind of paradox are both logical 
thinking and trust. In this way, that all predictions are related in one way or another to the 
phenomenon of trust in human relationships. So, the vulnerability factors for ads (predictions) 
with unclear content are: 

1- logical thinking 

2- confidence in good intentions 

And this is exactly what happens to people who are members of a work environment where a 
mobbing process takes place against a person and also what those affected by mobbing 
manifest. They say they did not attach importance to some of the earlier manifestations, and 
this was because they did not conceive of this level of wickedness in people. Logical thinking 
makes us think that this is an impulsive act, not a premeditated one. Confidence in good 
intentions leads us to believe that there is no bad intention in what has been heard. Thus trust 
is always linked to future results and, more specifically, to predictability. Three essential 
ingredients are required for paradoxical instruction to occur: 

1) A strong complementary relationship (official and subordinates) 

2) Within the context of this relationship, an instruction is given that must be obeyed but also 
disobeyed in order to obey it. 

3) The person occupying the inferiority position in this relationship cannot go out of the frame 
and thus resolve the paradox by making a comment about it, i.e. by meta-communicating about 
it (which would imply a "insubordination"). This is where the great challenge of designing true 
preventative strategies and rapid actions in the face of harassment by a victim is exposed. The 
chronicity of these situations is an attack on the mental health of the bullying victim. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mobbing does not seek harm for harm. Psychological harassment seeks to bring about this evil. 
The stalker uses language to manipulate and thus achieve his ends. The victims of his deception 
are as much the victim, the besieger's allies as the victim's environment. The instigator to 
surround himself with allies establishes with them, a type of double bond. The theory of double 
bonding is visible in the personal interrelationships in two phases of the process of bullying at 
work, thus: we can observe it in the seduction phase, with regard to the future victim (which is 
when establishes a double bond between bully-victim) and is also visible in the bullying phase 
itself between the instigator, both in relation to the victim and to his / her allies. The double 
bond is what defines the main stalker's (instigator) relationship with his allies who are the other 
stalkers. And this kind of relationship is what consolidates a bullying gang and encourages the 
appearance of mobbing, which manifests itself in all its cruelty. 

In addition to deception towards the allies, the instigator needs to influence the victim's 
environment and this is achieved through lies and malice. People don't like to acknowledge that 
we are influential. The average person usually claims that their opinions, values and ideas are 
their own. This statement prevents us from perceiving how influential we are. In addition the 
features of manipulator deception are typical of brainwashing, so it should be noted the subtlety 
with which these psychological techniques are applied and also what allies (also deceived 
victims) often conclude. to have joined the conspiratorial group voluntarily, a group which they 



see not as their own conspirator but as an enlightener, defender and liberator. We need to 
understand that it is not easy to admit that one is influential and much less that one performed 
psychological manipulation actions, and thus the group will less likely admit that he is 
responsible for causing so much material, physical and moral damage to the victim. How to 
admit that a terrible hatred was sown ?. I quote Joe D'el Grosso "Imagine that it is hard for 
people to recognize that when it comes to choosing a product it does so in accordance with the 
propaganda, what can we expect about admitting to having been a victim of a brainwashing? " 
(Jose De l'Grosso). The manipulator through the creation of a double bond ensures that the 
victim cannot defend himself and that the allies do not question the cruelty of his actions; but 
to achieve total impunity for the manipulator it is necessary for the witnessing environment of 
the victim to do nothing, in order to become a tacit collaborator. The instigator to manipulate 
the environment and do nothing, uses the language (oral and written). We know that language 
manipulation is specific in the use of incongruity and contradiction, and these two elements are 
always present in every manipulative discourse. Therefore, to break the spell of the manipulator 
through communication, we must look in his speech: 

1- Lack of logic or disconcerting logic, that is inconsistency. 

2- The contradiction, through: 

     a) The Fallacies, that is, the false arguments, which include insinuation and 
misunderstandings. 

     b) The Errors, that is to say the intentional error in the reasoning. 

Often in mobbing what first draws attention to the bully's speech is this feeling that something 
is out of logic. Deepening this perception instead of taking it away from our minds will be the 
first step in learning how to detect an expert manipulator of communication such as 
organizational perversion. It is very common for the harasser to attribute the victim to bad faith 
without evidence of it. An open-minded attitude is to listen to the intentions the bully attributes 
to the victim, given that they will give us the intimate motives of the bully himself. I do not want 
to go too far on this point, but it is well known that the harasser attributes the victim to his own 
intentions as if he were a mirror and accuses the victim of his own mistakes and his own fears. 

We've got the keys to spot the stalker. Their own language gives us these keys and they will, 
from now on, allow us to be less vulnerable to the manipulation of this expert character in the 
use of paradoxical communication. Knowing these keys gives us some immunity from 
manipulation. Being less vulnerable to manipulation will allow us to differentiate between the 
victim's bully and will also be helpful in distinguishing between the bullying instigator and his 
supporters. I find it very important to know how to differentiate the main bully from other 
people in the work environment who are close to the victim and that they have been 
manipulated by the bully. These people are allies, they propagate and propagate the victim's 
curse, but they are not manipulators; on the contrary, they are also victims of the manipulator 
as they have been influenced to help the bully unpack. of the victim through increasing the 
disrepute of the same. 

We must not forget that the bullies are people who have become adept at using some 
fundamental psychological principles that underline the process of influence. Finally, I want to 
emphasize one point, that of the harassment goal. We know that discrediting the victim will 
always provide a gain for the instigator of bullying. The benefit that the harasser would gain 
from the victim's discredit could not be achieved without the use of harassment. It is the 



fraudulent acquisition by the harasser of the latter's head (through harassment) that will 
determine whether or not the mobbing has been beneficial to the harasser. The purpose of the 
harassment is closely linked to the disappearance of the victim to the environment, either 
through transfer to another department, either with the dismissal of a worker and the departure 
of the latter from the organization or through suicide in the most severe cases. 

A positive resolution of mobbing within the organization will have to ensure that the stalker fails 
to achieve the intended goal; otherwise it will serve as a reinforcement of this bullying strategy, 
so it is likely that the harasser will again make use of this technique which has been so helpful 
to him and thus harassment will be instituted. a way of operating within the company and 
turning the entire organization into a toxic context, that is, the breeding ground for other future 
harassments. It is the responsibility of all human beings to end violent practices, it is not fair to 
delegate our own actions to others. It is true that we are all influenced and persuaded daily in 
different ways, we are all vulnerable to persuasion tactics, the only thing that varies is the degree 
of vulnerability of how we are influenced. The ability to dodge and protect yourself from 
persuasives diminishes when you rush, recharge, or are indifferent, uninformed, distracted, or 
fatigued. 

It is very common for a person in the victim's environment to be persuaded to respond urgently 
to provocations and to believe in the fallacies that surround them, so that they end up angry 
with the victim without being affected has done to him. In contrast, a person with a sense of 
clarity and certainty about their own beliefs and values, with a sense of being included in 
meaningful relationships with other people and with a sense of having a role in life, is less 
vulnerable to the techniques of manipulative. The siege techniques are aimed at convincing and 
consenting to the harassment of another human being. If the environment is left to manipulate, 
if not involved, then the mobbing is installed. All conflicts that degenerate into harassment occur 
because they are tolerated, because no one intervenes, they are told that it is a personal 
problem and that abstention is guilty (Leymann). All mobbing can be blocked. It only takes 
someone with a certain amount of power to really be interested and to deal with the problem. 
The victim alone will not be able to cope with the bullying group and his balance will gradually 
deteriorate, with symptoms of stress and distress appearing. 
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